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(editorial)
"GRAND JURY NAMES BEATNIK POET IN SECRET INDICTMENT ON FILTH"
Cleveland Press 1/6/67

d. a. levy, "beatnik poet," has been named a writer and publisher
of "filth;" this "filth" sloughes off on James R. Lowell, owner of the
Asphodel Book Shop, who is jailed as a purveyor of "obscene mater
ial. In India, Malay Roy Choudhuri, a man with several university de
grees, has his typewriter confiscated by the police, and cannot obtain a
job that pays more than $10 a month. The world-wide bust is on;
Upton Sinclair should have written about the horrors of the poet s
mind. The Supreme Court sets back legal history 15 years or more;
indignant mothers demand Playboy be taken off the news stand.
Something ominous is going on.
If one accepts the fact that literature produces in the reader
pleasure, how can one exclude sexual pleasure as "obscene' while
allowing aesthetic and emotional pleasures as valid responses? This
is, however, beside the point; in the Indian and Cleveland cases above,
anyone with a knowledge of poetry will be hard put to discover the
'obscene" or even the sexually-overt nature of Choudhuri's "Stark
Electric Jesus," or of the material confiscated by the Cleveland police:
"Spyrytual" by Russel Atkins, "Lumina" by Carol Berge, and work
by poets such as Robert Duncan, Paul Blackburn and others (many
of these writers have appeared in Hika).
Already plagued by ridiculously restrictive and unrealistic laws
in other areas, we are now reduced to the point of having BI(J
BROT HER slap us in jail for using naughty words which he often
seems to read between the lines. Show me a man to whom the words
fuck,' "shit," and all the rest are prurient, and I'll show you a man
^ho has had bad toilet training, or worse.
HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE — too bad this phrase has
become a cliche without anyone's believing it.
Michael Kirchberger
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Feed the Dragon with the Moon
PART I
"Then tell me if I shall consciously suffer."
She promptly shook her head. "Never"
— The Beast in the Jungle
even while parched leaves
fall between stone columns
lost to tangle of woods,
Pray for rain
Cloaked in the ritual outcry of musty twilight,
The sun sagged to rest with a careless cough .. .
"For I'm weary wi hunting,
and fain wald lie down."
X
lips of the mind have
forgotten the shape of hope;
only nerve-eagerness
Touches the desire
Under the branch-webbed moon
Tree trunks bled Autumn ivy.
1 he wind made less than mourner's moan
In a stand of withered corn.
"For I'm sick at the heart,
and I fain wald lie down."
only finding, tearing
the wet catacomb of sex
will keep his moon from
Turning to cinders
4

PART II
I "ran as if to meet the moon
That slowly downed behind the trees."
— Frost
He:

"There is a simplicity to this,
To moon and woods and river.
The moon does not smirk because
We complement the setting with beer.
And how much the woods must understand
To forgive us our blanket
On a night not quite cold.
The river isn't fit to swim in,
But I remember a time before
The swimming holes became cracked mud:
Then, in the sleek surface of the night water,
A handfill of gravel
Could make gilded ripples
Of a single star."

She: "This river knows all 'whens'
In a blur of present and past.
As I know this river . .
He:

"Yes, such a river might ask:
'How long will this WHEN last?
For I have seen the sights
Of many moon-made nights,
Election posters of 18-God-knows-when,
9 99
And have seen young drinkers use Sen-Sen.
(she)

I left the dancers, moving slow
Through the artificial glow
Of patterns evolved upon the floor
Did he leave only to evoke more?
5

He:

"The moon . . . the moon is more real
In our separate sorrows, and knows,
If we can assume it knows anything
(How benevolent I am with knowledge!),
Knows that tonight is an exception
To the forecast of otherwise sad tomorrows.
On another night the moon would be
A reflection and a magnification of your absence.
You give, or lend it, something of yourself
And I make up the rest in looking at it alone —
Though hardly less real for being invented."
(she)

He has perfumed his pillow at night,
No doubt, and hugged it tight.

He: 'Tonight the moon is placid and compassionless,
Yet means to spell some comment in your hair;
My fingers cannot find the texture of its words.
It speaks, perhaps, of a higher scheme?"
Treetops spoke with the rasp of wind,
Tried to coax the moon to descend
And glut itself on the expectation
Of storm frenzy brewing over distant fields.
But the moon left, faded,
Arching to violent silence
In deep skies.
He: "If nothing from above,
I sense what I must say from within:
As summer's green fields are fertile,
so are you —
As the birch-bordered brook sings serenity
Like music that lasts through all eternity,
so sing you —
As the beauty of violet and daisy flowers
Will long outlast in memory the colorful hours,
so will you.
6

As I would furrow the fertile field,
Save in aftertaste the brook's serenity,
And pick for lasting memory the brevity of flowers,
all this I would with you."
(she) The Saturday night pigeon
That descends from a sooty roost
To peck at trampled popcorn by the movie exit. ..
Can it be the same pigeon
That sits below the Sunday cross,
Beside the hushed belfries,
Turning in the sunlight
Its purple and white head?
He:

"I haven't said much about simplicity yet —
I lost it for something else.
But two don't have to talk of simplicity:
Didn't the moon speak silently for herself?
I have been overpowered by the astronomical example."
The crush of his labor against her breasts.
Before thunder he sees
The quick rough edges of tomorrow
Catch the shudder and sheen of leaves
Ripped from river bank trees
Raging their way to water and decay.
He hears the swelling tom-tom of thunder . . .
Empty aching in the spine of night,
Hollow rolling down the hills . . .
Through his finale he sees
The light-smooth angles of dying branches
Reach and clutch after the laughing moon
With forcep fingers.

She:

'Yes, I have seen your unicorn
Cliding through the rain garden;
The unicorn and I were cousins once,
Now another time removed."
7

PART III
Trees sigh for the death of darkness
As the granite slab of sunrise
Points to Autumn's colorful myth
Stripped to brittle skeleton
By night winds preluding winter shroud.
Once, his mind in retrospect echoed
Like a conch recalling the sea
While conceiving images of tomorrow . . .
Tomorrow the farthest tree
Beyond the nearest sunset
Where flames of cotton candy
Eat elephant jokes for breakfast.
But today's morning moon
Proves night's gentle gambit,
First paled, then lost to day;
A poker chip tossed upon blue,
Fragmented, rebuilt and broken
By the seasons and insight,
Drenched in the dregs of memory . . . .
— John D. Sutcliffe
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Small Talk - '66
i am walking-yes-behind six incredibles on a
gravel path following them conversationally
as one sneers artlessly to another 'bout that
fella who don't believe in using proper
punctuation-nor capitals neitherwhich yes quote blows his mind?
Quote

when No. 2 jumps on his head and screams
that's E. E. Cummings ! ! but who was the
fella that was bothered by some cat diggin'
up people from six feet under 'n drillin'
holes thru them hoping they would breathe again?
So they pondered

william james, f. scott fitzgerald-no he
drank too much they say — when No. 4 grimaces
out loud william faulkner-they all say yes.
yes. yes but who was it that drank himself
to reality 'n death . .

— S. R. Dorrance
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Country College, City Slicker
If I saw you today on the bench
waiting for a ride to town
a few bucks in your pocket
and several items in town
waiting for a ride back here,
That does not mean that
riding beside a stranger
fresh cashed check in your wallet
monthly interest on your birthright
sitting hy a stranger who's had
two wives
two daughters one pretty
and this morning a dead animal in a peeling barn,
sitting on eighteen uneventful years
but not boring
riding on a resurfaced concrete road
slippery when wet,
That does not mean that you or I
can buy the time of day,
mock the stones of the temple
or touch silver without staining our hearts.

You see the road melting in agony and desire.
The home for the aged with the green tile roof and a message for flyers
whips by
and at sixty-five miles per hour
sour death makes more sense than anything else today.
— Mark Shulgassef
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Preliminary, Non-Technical Notes
For a Film Called Auto/ without Sound
Characters
An extremely clean and well-preserved Pontiac from the
1920ys or 1930's.
A Driver, well-dressed and good looking young man.
Mourners, half a dozen somber individuals dressed in black.
Scene #1
From the back seat, the camera pans slowly across the auto's
dash, steering wheel, and hood. The dashboard is a highly polished,
fine piece of craftsmanship, maple paneled, walnut knobs. The steer
ing wheel, too, is wood. Clearly this auto is a fine antique produced
in the days when manufacturers cared about the cars they sold, and
so did those lucky enough to buy them. There is not a speck of dust
not a smudge of grease or paint anywhere to be seen on the interior
of this Auto. The only object which seems a trifle out of place is a
creamy-white plastic figurine of the Virgin Mary in long flowing gown
clasping the infant Jesus close to her bosom. Together with Chief
Pontiac standing bravely on the tip of the hood, waiting to cut the
w»nd, the Holy Mother adds grace and also a touch of humanity to
this somewhat sterile tableau.
The Driver slowly enters the Auto and with great care slides
into his seat behind the steering wheel. He lays his keys down on
the dashboard and then from the glove compartment draws out a pair
°f leather driving gloves, made of the finest kid. The Driver looks at
them for a second, and in a strange mixture of fear and anticipation
he shudders, then chuckles as he begins to pull the tight-fitting gloves
over his outstretched fingers, all taut and white. The gloves snugly
fitted, he reaches for the keys and places the correct cine in the igni
tion. All of the actions of this sequence are completed with a combinati°n of meticulousness and nervousness. After a closeup view of the
^ey inserted into the ignition and switched "on," the camera cuts
ack and forth to the Driver's foot repeatedly gunning the gas pedal,
,s 8'0ved hand firmly gripping the gear shift, and inexorably, sequonce after sequence, slipping it all the way into first gear, and his left
11

hand releasing the emergency brake to the floor. When this fast set
of very short scenes is completed, the camera resumes its position in
the center of the rear seat. The Driver pulls a cigarette out of his
shirt pocket, sighs, and with hands still quivering lights it and in
hales deeply. Upon drawing in his third long, slow drag the Driver
turns halfway around to look through the back window; he is about
to put his Auto into the traffic. For the first time the camera captures
his face head-on: the Driver has pale skin, fine, sharply-defined lips
and eyes, and a small nose. All this is most gruesomely noticeable for
an instant since his face comes almost directly up to the camera before
he blows a cloud of smoke on it which obscures the picture.
The camera cuts immediately to the cloud of fumes from the
Auto's exhaust pipe. With the camera stationary, the Auto pulls out
into traffic and drives slowly away. CREDITS are displayed as the
camera remains stationary, following the Auto out of sight and then
picking up whatever traffic passes by.
Scene #2
The camera, beside the Driver's driveway, picks up the Auto in
the street and follows it into the driveway as it parks a few feet before
the garage. The Driver slides out of the front seat with the same care
that he entered it in Scene #1. As soon as he closes the door, however,
the Driver bounces gaily towards the garage, happily whistling some
light tune. Striding by, he pats the auto's hood several times, looking
for all the world like a man patting the fanny of a girl he loves. Then,
just before he reaches the garage, the Driver wheels around and skips
back to the Auto, as if there were something he'd forgotten. Gracious
ly bowing from the waist in a mock caricature, he places a friendly
little kiss on the front grill and pats Chief Pontiac on the back several
times. The Driver then turns on his heel and waltzes back into the
garage. He returns shortly, loaded down under a short ladder, buckets,
sponges, a hose, soap powder — the whole set of paraphernalia. Using
an extraordinary amount of soap, the Driver washes the Auto
thoroughly with the huge sponges. Thoroughly covered with the
thick suds, which have practically obscured the Auto, the Driver
seems to enjoy the busy washing. As the Driver gently hoses away
the soap the Auto, clean enough even before the washing, shines bril
liantly in the afternoon sun. Fetching several towels, the Driver wipes
the Auto dry. With laving care he begins to rub car wax on every
12

part of the Auto. So intense and so exhaustive is his waxing that the
whole affair closely resembles a body massage. The wax is rubbed in
and left on. The Driver checks the oil and water and fills his Auto
with gasoline. This he does from his own pump, sitting beside the
driveway. Having some difficulty reaching the gas tank, the Driver
almost falls, but at last he manages to insert the nozzle barely into
the pipeline by straddling the line and placing both hands firmly on
the handle. It is a difficult operation for the Driver must remain in
a most awkward position until his beloved Auto is completely satiated,
but he manages to hold the post, though not without some strain.
Finally, the Driver finishes his beauty treatment by rubbing the wax
off of the car. A deep, lustrous shine is revealed; the Auto positively
glistens. Tired, but smiling and satisfied, the Driver steps back and
gives his Auto a complete perusal. The Auto shines; the Driver looks
on proudly. Sun's rays reflect from the hood.
Scene #3
An entirely visual scene. The important features here are always
keeping the car in the picture frame, the constant flashing reflections
of the sun off of the Auto's bright surface, and the steady change of
camera angles and positions leading to the fast-moving climax.
At first, the Auto is seen far off in the distance, driving slowly
along an open road. In this and the immediately following cuts, the
Auto resembles a glistening star shooting through a morning sky.
Sequences are shot from positions closer and closer to the Auto, and
the final shot outside it is taken from an accompanying car. In this se
quence the Auto is plainly careening from one side of the road, out of
control. The Driver tries to retain control, but the sun's reflections
°ff of the Auto's hood keep blinding him. As the Auto veers more
and more dangerously towards the sides of the roads, the Driver is
seen to be repeatedly covering his eyes with one or both of his hands.
The final shot off this scene is from inside the Auto. The camera
sweeps around the interior in several 360" arcs. At some time the
Driver's foot can be seen stuck on the gas pedal, underneath the rub
ber matting. The Driver frantically tries to pull back his foot, but the
blinding sun bouncing off of the hood hardly allows him concentra
tion enough to stay on the road. At least this is the way things seem
as the camera speeds faster and faster around the Auto's interior.
In the final shot of this sequence, the Driver for an instant is seen
13

clasping both hands in front of his face, then a particularly bright
flash of light fills the frame. Then, a blackout.
Scene #4
After several seconds blackout, the camera pans slowly from one
end of a tremendous auto graveyard to the other, then back again.
There are several closeups of horribly smashed, stripped, rusted-out
autos. A few whithered daisies grow through the empty front wind
shield of an old Packard. A whole hill of old, blown-out inner tubes
and tires sits in a huge valley of a mud puddle. It is raining hard.
1 he camera focuses on a small group of people huddled together
beneath a large umbrella which is not large enough to protect even
some of them. In the cold, driving rain they are a sorry looking
bunch, helpless and pathetic amidst the proliferating automobile
wreckage all around them. In some ways this scene resembles the
mournful burials seen in countless British movies of the 30's, 40's, and
50 s. 7 he camera swings slowly from this small, wet cluster of
mourners to the Driver, standing on the roof of a 1930's Dodge. He
is wearing brand-new mechanic's overalls, and hanging from his suit
and from various belts on his person are several dozen automobile
mechanics tools. In his left hand, occasionally waved aloft, he grasps
the homeless Chief Pontiac. The Driver, now a Preacher, is actually
delivering his speech to the gods on high. Shortly, someone can be
seen walking behind the Driver, carrying a steering wheel, two head
lights. seat cushions, and similar automobile equipment. Even if he
sees this man, the Driver pays no attention to him. Several others
like this thief pass behind the totally engrossed former Driver, whose
sentiment now seems to be urging him on to new rhetorical heights,
ow \, the camera leaves the Driver and pans over to the wrecked
uto. Here at least half a dozen scavengers, like rats, are busy at
wor prying the seats loose with crowbars, hauling away the tires and
hubcaps, disengaging the engine block. Anything removable is rapidly
being picked clean. Everyone works industriously, quickly, and
now e geablv. I hey have an order, a precision about their work
which only comes from long experience and continued diligence. The
camera pans then to the huddled mourners, still jostling for position
under the single insufficient umbrella, not listening at all to the Driver.
e .s now at the peak of his emotional oratory. The Driver finishes
a ru >tly, then sinks to his knees in an emotional and physical break14

down. The mourners shuffle over to the Auto, now a bare frame as
the last of the scavengers scampers away with a movie camera used,
it might seem, to photograph the preceding scene of the Auto wreck.
They push the frame over the edge of a large hill; it rolls to the bot
tom and falls into a muddy hole. There is a final shot of the driver,
who has reached the state of a self-inducted Dionysian trance. In a
supplication to the god of spare automobile parts, he pours a libation
of motor oil into a hub cap and lights it. As the scavengers pass by
him with their final loads, one of them reaches out and removes a
mallet from the belt of the kneeling, chanting Driver. Others get the
idea; soon the unnoticing Driver loses all his tools. The camera fol
lows the mourners back to their car, a large hearse, and follows it
out of sight. The scavengers are then seen loading their goods onto
the open bed of a 2-ton truck. In a final, slow pan of the graveyard,
the Driver is seen still preaching, supplicating, and offering up his
motor oil. The camera switches back to the scavengers' truck as it
drives joltingly away. A large piece of metal falls off. Someone jumps
off of the truck, picks up the piece, and runs hard to jump back onto
the back of the truck. He hangs the sign up on the rear, and it says,
THE END
— Richard Shapiro
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I am tired of kissing
the air, the sky,
and the after smell of women I see
walking down strange streets
The heaping up of these
days helps me to die
harder wanting nothing
better than warm baths
in huge tubs — a
lady from my dreams
to wash me. So much
better than this
whisky that makes
the light above the
kitchen sink a marvelous
thing that should have
a poem somewhere about it.
— D. r. Wagner
10/65
i

The night is sun
day and drags itself
slowly into the end
of a week dumping its
many deaths at my feet
dressed in rumpled
newspaper and the
cracked coughs of
old men slowly
walking in the streets
of my head.
— D. r. Wagner
1965
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Three Empty Glasses
for Susan

Here they are by the bed, the heart's leavings,
pickings for elegant vultures, with derisive
leanings here and that way on the carpet,
empty and veinless.

Here, for a hand's betrayal, lie the formless
words that a moment's arching could not unsay:
here but the fragments, darkenings of distance,
vacated, dying.
I

Here, but for venereal grace, they lie, the
electron tubes of sense, a collage of gray fabric
nodding between them, vacuuous in breeding,
nodding between them.

Here, by the bed, she echoed in her footsteps.
Here, a face occurred. Here, a glance decided.
And here these lie, trophies of January:
three empty glasses.

— Robert C. W. Moody
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Light
for Makoto
Flash/ onto that inner retina
: movie, time around 1950,
the scene, someone long-legged &
very American-beauty tall, posh,
the fine skin aglow, young,
say Rosalind Russel or more likely
Maureen O'Sullivan, as she was then;
yes; she, a professor's wife, arrives,
coming in the white wood door of
their house, smells of roses, wears
some kind of furry coat, you can
whiff the snow, winter light
glimpse of trees, college town
behind her, the house she enters
is her own, a James Stewart man
walks to meet her in that bright hall.
Light. Into this room of now.
The soft yellows, orange, or how I love
pools of light, autumn, you
sit in soft light across the room,
it is all quite unmodern;
I might have cast that world
but found this, these deep colors,
brown of natural wood floors, &
I was never tall, nor fur-clad, nor
does it bear, I think of it as
a matter of light, not bones,
history perhaps, polis, but more
the autumn sky back of you,
outlines of the city, clear, the birds
circling on sharp sky like years . . .
— Carol Berge
1965
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Recuerdame
(for the painter
Francisco Saniz)

... or stark. Since it is only
old dreams that pervade. Ways
of the man and maid, how they
seek each other, find, lose.
To say it out, marvel, recall
a majesty as before sex,
dreams
and chivalry. When roses last
in the vineyard bloomed, you saw
trumpets, left my love for war,
forgetting:
doomed to return dead
and invade others' dreams. Ways
of the maid and man, what is real
speaks through pale flesh, as an
animal's.
Or stark, vivid as our
recall of summer, smells, grain
to feed beasts, or to roll upon,
in rich lusts. That land, as far
as youth or blood of childbirth,
feeds these roses I bring to you
with a drama
of wordlessness: you
who appear only amid wars, years
between visits of your new face
as the sun hides, upright. Vision
of chivalry, like roses gathered,
blooms like skin, extending from
flesh of hands proferring them.

20

The scene men play
makes them into
gods, the women their princesses;
all this, against a backdrop of
earth grown green and fertile:
land without borders.
What was it,
the dream of chivalry, what wars
make us lust and smell of blood
when we sigh for peace? Visitor!
in your distant place, I cannot
reach to touch, but send instead
thoughts deep as roses, soft, or . . .
— Carol Berge
10/65

lhanksgiving in New York 1966
Dry Thanksgiving, in the street
The Puerto Rican children play
With orange crates. For them
New York is no more naked
Than it ever was. Autumn
Children, scraping Second Street
With Autumn toys, their voices
Do not clothe the Sunday silence
Of this sunless Thursday.
— Robert Beers

21

Three Slices of a Cut

Being potatoes,
a kind of tableware:
porcelein perhaps, which
puffs and tucks in buttons
like quilting only shiny
in crescent white slices.

Pomme de terre or
an apple (putting aside the earth)
is, of my eye, red as cheeks
which swell with slices
too closely gorged.

The gorgon's ahead
for undertaking stony ages
of belief, in beasts of the earth
or truit of the loom
(which binds up a slice of
life like cheese)
till cutting craft remakes.

— Jeffrey Fisher

22

Sepulcher of Summer
Though the January sky lent a frosty haze to the wide expanse
of Atlantic between the mainland and the distant Cuckoldes light
house, I was drawn to stop off at the summer cottage for a brief visit.
Several storms had preceded me, and I wished mainly to see if there
had been any damage to the house. This was my purpose, I told my
self, as I mounted the steps into the yard.
Snow covered the maze of tangled blueberry bushes like a torn
sheet over a brown mattress, but several tiny pines jutted out green
against the sky. A grove of dead trees, which in summer were har
bingers of the fall and winter seasons, were now having their day as
they leaned on each other for brotherly support. Their limbs dangled
in the cold breeze. It didn't seem possible then that during a storm
one of them might some day crash through the roof of the cottage
almost directly beneath them. The green gingerbread decorations
chaotically smashed into the white clapboard walls; the two tall brick
chimneys toppled over through the splintered porch, and the newlylaid shingle roof buckled and distorted.
The veranda creaked as if it wanted to give way under me, and
in many places layers of paint had flaked off to reveal the rich brown
of rotten plank hammered in with now rusty spikes over a century ago.
Inside, darkness was spread thick over everything. The shutters,
drawn and wired, sealed in the stale must which lingered from last
summer. Peculiar odors, hitherto sacred only to the months of July
and August, lay dormant in corners under the eaves beside the mass
of cobwebs and dust. All rose up to greet me when I entered. The
dim light from the door hardly penetrated the rooms as I walked
through them, and only vague outlines of objects stood out from the
grayness.
The wood-burning stove dominated the kitchen with its strange
grotesque forms and moods. Normally, it cooked three meals a day
for a constantly starved family. Its warm red glow, in the meantime,
had become a thick layer of yellow rust that crept over the burners
and part way down the sides. Nearby on a shelf a few half used boxes
°f cereal molded along side of the usual jars of peanut-butter and
strawberry jam. To throw them away would have been impossible;
23

better to take a chance on their pulling through the winter than to
waste them and destroy the possibility. Along the walls proud young
women paraded in their ankle length 'back to school' dresses. Yellowed
newspapers headline that Hitler has just taken Poland while an edict
goes out in Maine that "All garbage, swill, fish offal and refuse both
animal and vegetable is to be put in the ocean because it is both in
sanitary and offensive to leave these things below the high water
mark."
Long, bleached bamboo fishing poles, barely visible, reached up
towards the ceiling. The last day of vacation I had wound up the line
with long circular swoops. My sweater caught one of the hooks and
my patience was not long enough to carefully extract the baited barb
— I just pulled till it came loose.
On the mantle piece, the clock's single hand pointed towards six.
Even though the other hand was missing, the clock had always been
wound with ritualistic care. Now it lay still to serve no less purpose
than it had when its loud distinctive knock could be heard all over the
house. Next to it light from the door illuminated quite brightly the
driftwood village all of us had made. Tiny houses cast dark shadows
on streets where lobstermen stacked their traps in meticulous order
and gayly dressed women went about their inscrutable chores.
The upstairs, however, drew me away from these. I glanced into
my bedroom. Lonely, I lie awake on the big double bed in the cold
evening wrapped in a thick, dusty smelling quilt. The fog horns of
the Cuckoldes and Seguin repeat their mournful messages to the
regular tones of the closeby Ram Island bell. The darkness was
broken only by the bright daylight showing through the closed shuters.
ind we lie on the bed together; the stove rattles downstairs.
1 press her close to me; the frowning people pace back and forth along
e wa s. ith rapt attention I kiss her lips; but the clock ticks to a
ownj1 ,TrS
contempt, I stood there and realized
l nad been wrong.
— Barney Dal?
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The Love Song That Burned the Lips
Of the New World in 1966
In time of war all songs are war-songs.
Who shall sing the song of the young men
who yesterday were children, whose mothers bore them
in hope, who now are taught
to kill, to kill by bayonet, kill by machinegun, kill by bomb,
kill by napalm?
Let the beaten children of Grenada
begin; let them ward off
the clubs and rocks of the white adults
and stand up rubbing their bruises, to find
rhythm and harmony fit for the theme.
I hear America choking.
Who shall sing the cooked flesh (blacker than theirs)
of children strewn in the ashes of bamboo towns?
Steps forth the giant form
of the Great Society, thrusting steel breasts
into the world's air like a Cadillac, like a jet bomber,
and opens a mouth to sing
but utters brazen discords
for there is no love in that monstrous bosom.
In time of war all songs are war-songs
and in our time we know
all war-songs are songs of grief, of rage, of shame,
all love-songs dirges.
— Denise Levertov
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Ode to, Life
I climbed the mountain, sweet mountain of our fondest dream,
soft imagination in the world, the weeping saints sleep
soundly tonight, visions of amazing mad children calling
the night beautiful day
carressing moments in timeless wonder, events passing into
vocal joys, the sword shattered in the wake of Finnegan,
the sorry apology stripped from the tongues of the uni
verse, the silent mouse shattering the darkness while
ladies prayed for dark ermines and diamonds screaming
from the pleased-be-touched bosom
not to mention the american leash and howling dogs begging
for the mystical genitals of the old tom-cat, the crazy
journey through the unexplored trails in sad strawberry
patches with soft boys kissing with their genitals the
womb of the 40 year old hag, yea, beautiful visionary
conception the holy cockroach still crawls my lower east
side dining room set for twelve
never used except for lonely peanut-butter sandwich in the
slowly horrible sobering morning, the sudden late late
show with even thousands of hairy legs throwing up the
stars into milk chocolate patterns, angry, the nightmarish
sleep throwing shadows of mad birds and alligators on
sharp walls
and the tiny clock ticking insane loud ticks shaking the diameter
of quick poems written by tinny saints in villas by violet
rivieras, the naked swimming beach changing shape each moon,
not the multitudes of jesus followers who dropped in
their tracks when there was no where else to go, not the
leather of his sandals or the red beads of his boots
the ten league boots that wandered alone in the middle of san
francisco puddles that sometimes sank to 1100 feet and
saw the milked Chinese think collages in mad sundown
hills
t e mad Chinese saint who sat eighty years without seeing any
one in holy mountain caves, and then suddenly rushed down
mountain into the bar to drink his last years away, or
cried the downy night down the stoop of the tenement;
2b

oh mad frisco vision, hilly city, sweet morning of our dreams
city, the dumb saint who saw everything and refused to
talk, sudden fucking in amazing suberbs with the angryeyed waitress from the peace-eye drive-ins
Now I saw the peacocks as they waddled ugly-duckling down the
unpaved streets and sang the star spangled banner in remem
brance of the days when god paced like love atop snow covered
mountains and jumped half-way across the pacific only to
drown in drunken soliloquies half heard in the stillness
of time, unmentionable hours pass in questionable seconds,
tick tick, that sound Oh my god where did I hear that
before, what lifetime do I remember that calls me now, back
to the remnants of motherhood when I suckled her insane
sooty breast in the fireplace of all our imaginations
The round-topped table on which we composed amazing odes to
lovelack matrons who served sweet thanksgiving dinners
to the yelling children who jumped down from stars to laugh
in the new year's punch-bowl, tomorrow's orange peels
found by sanitation men with push-carts, who brushed their
teeth with whiteners in the sadness of wifeless morning,
who dreamed their cocks had fallen off in chicago visions, who
saw god in the litter baskets and came sadly wiping off
the wet with yesterday's newspapers
Who said "CUNT!", no, screamed it without the sight, cried
it with reddened eyes, thought it with burning brains
that fell out with their hair in ether sorrows, blank,
loveless, the shimmering angelic voice of the Negro
cloud pouring corrections from institutes of higher joy,
the weeping shredded heart lost in a wilderness of false
hearts, careening from roof-tops void visions of all
hell and heaven, god doors locked from without, no exit,
the lantern drum pounding ecstatic notes without music,
no silver-tipped angel here (watch out for flying stars
that also sing without thought to tomorrow or yesterday)
these pictures of the world conceived in bliss and love and
harmony in spirit, the sundown battle noise lost in the
shooting silence of the universe.
— Luke Breit
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Movie
1. flared white frills
skipping
across
purple circled sky
swinging a legless doll
by creaking cracking arm
yellow lines on asphalt
become one
stretching
pulling
and the clouds move
twice as fast
when you drive into a head wind
the moon moves too
but more discreetly
take a sextant
plot it
posit its image
the chirp of crickets
washes away the snow

2. she takes the threading sheets
now faintly yellow
with puffy laundry hands
hangs them like sails
they
strain
break
from the taut clothesli ne
to billow over
rusted garbage cans
three
flights
below
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chorus lines of window shades
snap in and out
half-open spring windows
curbs strewn with flapping
newspaper and wingless bottles
THUNDERBIRD
washed with soot

3. carefully
they made her face up
younger than it had been
for ten years
her black scarf
still caught
between the flaking
planks of green
benches in asphalt
park among the
pigeons
— Michael Kirchberger
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Saturday Afteroon at the World's End

I
This river, leading me like a snake
Should have become a knotted eddy
Following these turns, murmured
A twisted hiss and orphaned me
Along the broken edges of her bank.
But she has trailed and led me,
Soaking the strands. Dark rain in sheets
Led and followed us through the streets
To a light and the tinkle
Of doorbell and crockery.

II
She waits, pressed to the windows now
Her nose and lips. I shall not let her in.
"Barmaid bring a stout!"
j
My throat
Is tight with sorrow and with brine
The sea kicked up upon the retching bow,
1 hat couldn't throw me loose.
Threw Jim though, flush upon th^wanT
And wouldn't let him on again.
Here, let this first round, to my brother
Drown the endless cycle of my ships
Circling all that floats
On Lethe's stream, upon the bobbing tips
Ut the waves,
all sticks and boats
urn one fire from my throat with another.
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Ill
Like some gypsy jolly ship
She tipped and tumbled in the wake
Till every hand aboard her shook
To his heels, and lost its grip.

IV
We are all our brothers
Down one to the others.

V
All is calm when she sleeps soundly,
Deeply this woman, breathing lightly —
But let the wind come up
Like thunder once, building a din
Wind dimming the air before
Rain.
My eyes are drowning in the cup.
I cannot leave her crying at the door.
Ships of the mind's eye wrack and ruin
And crash like dishes on the antique shore.

— Daniel Mark Epstein
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(sun)day
grass
textures
my naked body
dandelions
pattern
my buttocks
and 4-leaf clovers
criss-cross
my calves
the sun
as heavy
on my breasts
as any lover
knows my thighs
with utter
l
completeness
melts my edges
into the earth
fire leaps
in closed eyes
loneliness is smoke
of dandelions:
insignificant
the grass is cool
and writes itself
on my nakedness
and the sun
reads me
with your strong hands
— Grace Butcher
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Reflections
There was a time when Otis couldn't hear the screams; a time,
perhaps, when the faces that now relentlessly sought him out had once
only thrown a passive glance over, under, or beyond his thin, incon
spicuous presence. But that time, thought Otis, wasn't now, and he
could only try to squeeze by each minute and avoid the living night
mares that seemed to find him wherever he hid.
The sky, as usual, fluoresced a dull amber this morning, and Otis
once more saw that there were no birds. For all his weariness, it was
this loss that he felt above all others. But he knew that if he closed
his eyes he would still see them in his thoughts, fluttering overhead
like vain leaflets to settle with a soft plump on a cloud. Except, there
were no clouds. The Fire had done something to the weather, to the
ground, to everything; it changed them, and when it was finished
nothing was the same again.
Otis blinked the sleep from his eyes and stared at his watch. It
had broken some time ago, the hour and minute hands free and rat
tling nervously under the shattered crystal. The second hand, how
ever, still functioned, and Otis watched it pare another few instants
from his life. He would have thrown away this constant reminder
°f his mortality long ago, but time somehow didn't matter that much
to him anymore. It had become some kind of bizarre closed curve,
and Otis, trapped within it like a squirrel in a revolving drum, could
only run and find weak peace by going to sleep at night as exhausted
as when he awoke.
Otis remembered, as he ran, that when the Fire had swept
through the cities it left the streets a formless river of magma. The
window glass in office buildings had bled from the frames and wept
glazed tears to the melting sidewalks below. Everything had since
cooled, and today, now, Otis ran barefoot over the shimmering hills
that were once some nameless city, dodging impossible shadows and
staying only a few paces ahead of the awful accusing faces that re
minded him of his crime. They were always there. Whenever he
stopped to rest, they would hobble up to him on wretched stumps,
screaming the litanies of pain that even at night he could not escape,
tor the echo of their cries was borne to him on the wind.
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The horrible thing was that his guilt was so ironic, for he had set
out to truly help mankind and ended up by becoming its bane. The
mirrors had been his idea. The idea of weather control hadn't been
a new one, but whenever it was considered people always tried it on
too small a scale. When the UN was finally convinced to initiate his
plan, the smooth operation and progress the program maintained was
a monument to international co-operation. Some had even said that
the stage was set for further mutual understandings, but at that point
no one could be sure.
The idea was a simple one, in theory. Huge parabolic mirrors,
radio-controlled in orbit by one main earth station in the United
States, were set up to deflect the sun's heat from the torrid zone and
re-reflect it to the areas on earth where it would do the most good,
ose countries where extreme cold or heat was necessary for the pro
duction of certain crops would naturally not have been part of the pro
gram, but in general at least three-quarters of the world's land mass
was to be affected. If everything went as planned, in a few years there
wou be no devastating hurricanes, no crop shortages, no sudden
cold snaps to bankrupt the citrus growers. The thirty launching sta
tions around the globe had simultaneously put the mirrors into ad
justable orbits, and but for one unforeseen flaw the plan would have
been a complete success.
Everyone involved in the program seemed confident that the
men ous eat generated 500 miles out in space would have no
amagmg effect upon the ionosphere, the dense outer layer of air
a ept angerous gases and cosmic rays from entering the inner
mosphere But all of them, to a man, had been wrong. The heat,
hundreds of miles above the earth, had somehow ionized large holes
1?; ,on^Phere, letting in rare gases that reacted with the free
U^PCr stratosPhere a"d ignited it. This, thought Otis,
waJ th pwas the Fire, and it was my fault.

himself hrni^f!!0 rea^ing him; his own voice, sounding distant from
to mingle hysterically with the rest. Minutes
later som 6
crouching alone in a sub-basement food
locker withTh^6 Gu i
d
tightly fr°m the inside- In the warmin*
darkness Ot n °°!
scratching on the

Srjz'i:shep-He bare,y heard *•
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When he awoke that day the cans of food in the locker had
already begun to explode from the heat. He had tried to open the
door but it seemed jammed, and it was only with maximum effort
that he succeeded in forcing it far enough open to permit his escape.
In the narrow hallway there were things he thought he recognized; the
bodies of his friends had lain in heaps, fused together in final, grotes
que embraces, the charred skin still clinging to their bones like tat
tered, oily rags. Otis had run from the building, but he found the
same scenes wherever he went. The asphalt roads were an amor
phous jelly, and he had fled the complex with the sound of his own
horror tearing at his throat.
Now, looking back, he dimly remembered spending his first night
enduring a fitful sleep under a pile of warm debris. At that time the
air wasn't half as easy to breathe as it was now, and consequently
there could be no comfort, even in sleep, from his pain. Food was
easy to find then, as long as you weren't too particular about what you
ate, and Otis recalled with nausea how long it had taken him to finally
discern between a human corpse and that of a cow or dog. But, of all
these trials, the most difficult to endure were the faces he saw, some
times behind him when he stopped to drink at a brackish pool, other
times just shadows skirting across his mind, but always the same,
angry despair haunted their eyes and their screams. They were all
around, waiting.
Just then an unmistakable sound disturbed his thoughts. Foot
steps. He felt them near, a large number, somewhere just beyond the
hill he was about to approach. Otis turned around quickly and sought
shelter from their stares in what must have been an office building
before the Fire.
Their voices reached him; their thoughts, twice as loud, tore
through his brain and defied him. He thought, they've seen me, I've
got to run! He scrambled up the shaky stairs and fell once, twice,
bruising his knees, arms, face, until the floor gave way beneath him
and he plunged downward amidst a splintering of wood and bone.
Otis screamed, and the others screamed with him. His name, his
god-awful name, transformed into a curse by a thousand throats,
drove into him like spikes. He saw the jagged pieces of bone that had
torn through his jacket, but he struggled to get up and felt no pain.
They were close now, very close. Otis could feel their shadows
upon him.
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In a last effort to escape he broke in a blackened door and fell
with it into a room. Something happened to his leg, and he crawled,
his eyes blinded by blood and tears, until his groping hands felt the
coolness of shattered glass and he stopped, exhausted.
When his eyes cleared he saw them staring up at him, hundreds,
screaming, their faces covered with ashes and blood. Their eyes bore
into him, and he could hear in his brain the chorus of voices that
shrieked of his crime and his guilt. The consciousness of their enorm
ous hatred drained him of his last remaining desire to live.
As he stared into the sea of eyes, he picked up a piece of the
broken mirror scattered before him and cut his own throat.
— James M. Grandillo

Up from the River
f

Sun shatters
through leaves
to spot
my coat
while wind
catches your
name, blows
it by
in front
of me,
old newspaper
for my
boot to
kick.
— Alex Gildzen
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Minding Business
I was just minding my own business,
Not caring what I caught
When came a dog at the inquest
And looked at me as if I'd ought
to been some lawyer, pleading cases
in some pent-up box, or maybe a poet
In one of my fantastical dazes,
Not just a fisher of drear and low wit.
And so he stared at me, and I, bemazed
at him; humbled by my sullen fare,
Seeing him calvin-eyed, scowling, entranced
At minding other people's affairs.
— W. Bruce Robinson

Greek Ritual
Not unlike
The poppy's bobbing stem that beckons
Hidden drowsy fields beyond the sun
She lies there sprawled upon the mat; and I
Not made to fear the beauty in a song
At his command perform the sacred rite.
So curs'd be he who ties me to the mast
For it is life's desire to be dragged
Along the jagged rocks where maidens dwell
Indifferent to our cries, rough ocean swells
Will sling our lifeless bodies from their caps
Down into cold and slimy Sirens' laps.
— Barney Dale
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Contributors
ROBERT BEERS is an English Honors major, and has been seen roaming the meat rack on Christopher St.
CAROL BERGE, an organizer and very fine poet, aids hungry poets re
turning to the Lower East Side from the wilderness.
LUKE BREIT wanders around the country and knows.
GRACE BUTCHER is a serious Zen student, mother of two and a lady
athlete.
GEOFFREY A. COOK does not appear in this issue.
BARNEY DALE appears for the first time in Hika, and is a member of
the staff.
S. R. DORRANCE plays hockey and totals MG's.
EPSTEIN, one of our more productive freshmen, has
published elsewhere.
JEFFREY FISHER returns to Kenyon afte r an extended leave of absence
in New York.
LARRY FREIFELD writes, reads, and lives in New York.
ALEX GILDZEN is
University.

member of the English Department at Kent State

JAMES M. GRANDILLO
spirits in the baseZntTo^HX^)'

M1
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DENISE LEVERTOV, who read at Kenyon this fall, has strong feelings
against war.
ROBERT MOODY, a freshman, had to skip a day of high school to with
draw from Pitt.
PHILIP S. RINALDO, who took the cover photo, pretends to be a Deke.
W. BRUCE ROBINSON is trying to decide whether to major in English.
MARK SHULCASSER spends his falls in Gambier and his springs in
Brookville, N. Y.
JOHN D. SUTCLIFFE wishes he lived his poetry.
D. r. WAGNER guards the Niagara frontier against escaping draft
dodgers, operates today press and edits Moonstones.
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